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Abstract The current uncertainty on the gluon density
extracted from the global parton analysis is large in the kine-
matical range of small values of the Bjorken-x variable and
low values of the hard scale Q2. An alternative to reduces
this uncertainty is the analysis of the exclusive vector meson
photoproduction in photon–hadron and hadron–hadron col-
lisions. This process offers a unique opportunity to constrain
the gluon density of the proton, since its cross section is pro-
portional to the gluon density squared. In this paper we con-
sider current parametrisations for the gluon distribution and
estimate the exclusive vector meson photoproduction cross
section at HERA and LHC using the leading logarithmic for-
malism. We perform a fit of the normalisation of the γ h cross
section and the value of the hard scale for the process and
demonstrate that the current LHCb experimental data are bet-
ter described by models that assume a slow increasing of the
gluon distribution at small x and low Q2.
One of the basic ingredients to estimate the hadronic cross
sections are the parton distributions functions (PDFs). The-
oretically, at large energies the hadrons are dominated by
gluons, with its behaviour at small x being determined by
the QCD dynamics at high parton densities. Consequently, a
precise determination of the gluon distribution is fundamen-
tal to probe a possible transition between the linear and non-
linear regimes of the QCD dynamics [1]. Experimentally, our
understanding about the partonic structure of the proton has
been significantly improved by the results obtained in ep col-
lisions at HERA, which have obtained very precise data in a
broad range in photon virtualities Q2 and Bjorken-x values,
imposing the tightest constraints on the existing PDFs (for
recent reviews see, e.g. Refs. [2–4]). However, the behaviour
of the gluon distribution at small x is still poorly known as
can be observed in Fig. 1, where we compare the predic-
tions for the gluon distribution obtained by different groups
a e-mail: barros@ufpel.edu.br
[5–9] that perform the global analysis of the existing exper-
imental data using the DGLAP evolution equations [10–12]
in order to determine the parton distributions. Consequently,
additional measurements are necessary to pin down the gluon
distribution. An alternative is the analysis of the experimental
results for the heavy quark production at forward rapidities
in pp collisions at the LHC energies. Recent results [13–15]
have analysed the impact of the LHCb data in the determina-
tion of the gluon distribution. Another promising observable
is the cross section for the diffractive production of vector
mesons, which in the leading logarithmic approximation is
proportional to the gluon density squared [16,17]. This pro-
cess was analysed at HERA and is currently been studied in
photon-induced interactions at hadronic colliders. In recent
years a series of experimental results at RHIC [18,19], Teva-
tron [20] and LHC [21–29] demonstrated that the study of
photon-induced interactions in hadronic colliders is feasible
and can be used to probe e.g. the nuclear gluon distribution
[30–41], the dynamics of the strong interactions [42–52], the
Odderon [59,60], the mechanism of quarkonium production
[51–58] and the photon flux of the proton [61,62]. It has stim-
ulated the improvement of the theoretical description of these
processes as well as the proposal of new forward detectors
to be installed in the LHC [63].
The basic idea in the photon-induced processes is that a
ultra relativistic charged hadron (proton or nuclei) give rise to
strong electromagnetic fields, such that the photon stemming
from the electromagnetic field of one of the two colliding
hadrons can interact with one photon of the other hadron
(photon–photon process) or can interact directly with the
other hadron (photon–hadron process) [64–69]. In photon–
hadron processes the total cross section can be factorised in
terms of the equivalent flux of photons into the hadron pro-
jectile and the photon–hadron production cross section, with
the corresponding rapidity distribution being a direct probe
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Fig. 1 Comparison between the gluon distributions obtained by different groups [5–9] in the global analysis of the experimental data. We present
the results for two different values of the hard scale: Q = MJ/ψ/2 (left panel) and Mϒ/2 (right panel)
of the photon–hadron cross section for a given energy. In the
particular case of vector meson photoproduction in pp colli-
sions, the experimental data for a given rapidity y gives access
to the behaviour of the gluon distribution of the proton for
x = MV /√s exp(−y), where MV is the mass of the vector
meson and
√
s is the center-of-mass energy of the hadron–
hadron collision. This property was the main motivation for
the proposition presented in Ref. [30], which was improved
by several authors in the last 14 years [31–41]. Our goal
in this paper is to complement these previous studies by per-
forming a phenomenological analysis of the exclusive vector
meson photoproduction which can illuminate several aspects
of the formalism and about the current parametrisations for
the gluon distribution obtained in the global parton analysis.
Basically, we consider different models for xg and estimate
the cross section for the photoproduction of vector mesons
in γ p interactions using the leading logarithmic formalism
[16,17]. We demonstrate that assuming the usual value of the
factorisation scale Q¯ = MV /2, the HERA and LHCb data
for the J/ photoproduction are not described by these mod-
els. Taking into account that this formalism have been derived
at leading order, which implies a uncertainty in the choice
of Q¯, we determine its value by fitting the γ h data. Using
these best fit parameters we estimate the rapidity distribu-
tions for the J/, (2S) and ϒ production in pp collisions
at the LHC and compare with the recent LHCb data [24–26].
Our results indicate that the current experimental data for the
exclusive vector meson production in pp collisions can only
be described by models which predict a slow increasing of
the gluon distribution at small x .
Lets initially present a brief review of the formalism for
the calculation of the vector meson production in pp colli-
xx
p
p
p p
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Fig. 2 Exclusive vector meson photoproduction in pp collisions
sions. The process is represented in Fig. 2, with its rapidity
distribution being given by
dσ
dy
(h1h2 → h1 ⊗ V ⊗ h2)
= S2(W+)
[
ω+
dNγ /h1(ω+)
dω+
]
× σγ h2→Vh2(y)
+S2(W−)
[
ω−
dNγ /h2(ω−)
dω−
]
σγ h1→Vh1(−y) (1)
where we have taken into account that the two incident pro-
tons can be the source of the photon and ⊗ characterises
the presence of a rapidity gap in the final state. The photon–
hadron center-of-mass energies squared W 2± and the photon
energies ω± are given by
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W 2± = e±|y|
√
sMV , ω± = MV
2
e±|y|, (2)
where
√
sh1h2 is the hadron–hadron center-of-mass energy,
MV is the mass of the vector mass and y its rapidity. More-
over, the factors S2(W±) characterises absorptive corrections
which can destroy the rapidity gaps generated in exclusive
processes [40,41]. The elastic photon flux for the proton can
be expressed by [70]
dNγ /p(ω)
dω
= αem
2π ω
[
1 +
(
1 − 2 ω√
sN N
)2]
×
(
ln 
 − 11
6
+ 3


− 3
2 
2
+ 1
3 
3
)
, (3)
with the notation 
 = 1+[ (0.71 GeV2)/Q2min ] and Q2min =
ω2/[ γ 2L (1 − 2 ω/
√
sN N ) ] ≈ (ω/γL)2. The main input for
the calculation of the rapidity distribution [Eq. (1)] is the
photon–hadron cross section for the vector meson production
σγ h→Vh . In the leading logarithmic approximation, the cross
section for the vector meson production off any hadronic tar-
get, including a nucleus, at small x and for a sufficiently hard
scale, is proportional to the square of the gluon parton den-
sity of the target. To lowest order, the γ h → Vh (h = p, A)
amplitude can be factorised into the product of the γ → qq
transition (q = c, b), the scattering of the qq system on
the target via (colorless) two-gluon exchange, and finally the
formation of the quarkonium from the outgoing qq pair. The
heavy meson mass MV ensures that perturbative QCD can be
applied to photoproduction. The calculation was performed
some years ago to leading logarithmic (log(Q
2
)) approxi-
mation, assuming the produced vector meson quarkonium
system to be nonrelativistic [16,17] and improved in distinct
aspects [71,72]. Assuming a non-relativistic wave function
for the vector meson the t = 0 differential cross section of
photoproduction of heavy vector mesons in a leading-order
approximation is given by [16,17]
dσγ h→Vh
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=N π
3e+e− M
3
V
48αem
[
αs(Q¯2)
Q¯4
xgh(x, Q¯
2)
]2
,
(4)
where xgh is the target gluon distribution and x = 4Q2/W 2,
with W the γ h center-of-mass energy, Q
2
the characteris-
tic hard scale of the processes and N = 1 at leading order
(see below). Moreover, ee is the leptonic decay width of the
vector meson. In Refs. [71–75] the authors have estimated
the relativistic corrections [O(4 %)], the real part contribu-
tion of the production amplitude [O(15 %)], the skewness
effect of off-diagonal partons [O(20 %)] and next-to-leading
order corrections [O(40 %)] to the LO exclusive heavy vec-
tor meson production, given by Eq. (4). It is important to
emphasise that magnitude of these corrections is still a sub-
ject of discussions [76–80]. In particular, the value of the hard
scale Q¯ is not fixed reliably at leading order. Such correc-
tions have a direct impact in the normalisation of the cross
section and in its energy dependence. In the following we
take into account the contributions associated to real part of
the scattering amplitude and to the skewness effect, which is
equivalent to multiply Eq. (4) by a factor (1 + β)R2g , where
β = tan πλ
2
, Rg = 2
2λ+3
√
π
(λ + 5/2)
(λ + 4) (5)
with
λ = ∂ ln[xg(x, Q¯
2)]
∂ ln 1/x
. (6)
In order to estimate the total cross section we assume an
exponential parametrisation for the small |t | behaviour of
the amplitude, which implies
σγ h→Vh = 1
bV
dσγ h→Vh
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(7)
with bV being given by the following parametrisation [40]
bV (W ) = 4.9 + 0.24 ln(W/90 GeV),
which is compatible with the HERA data. Moreover, we con-
sider the values of mass and electronic decay widths of the
vector mesons as given in Ref. [81]. Finally, in our calcu-
lations of the rapidity distribution we will assume that the
absorptive corrections S2(W±) are given by the gap survival
probability computed in [40,41] using the model proposed
in Ref. [82].
In Fig. 1 we present the predictions for the gluon distribu-
tion obtained at leading order by the different groups [5–9]
that perform the global parton analysis of the experimental
data to extract the parton distributions. We show the results
for two different values for the hard scale: Q = MJ//2 (left
panel) and Q = Mϒ/2 (right panel). These values are usually
assumed as being Q¯ in the calculations of the exclusive J/
and ϒ photoproduction cross sections, respectively. The dis-
tinct predictions differ significantly, mainly at small x and
low Q, which demonstrate that the global analysis do not
reliably determine the gluon in this kinematical range. Basi-
cally, these distinct behaviours of the gluon distribution for
low values of the hard scale are directly connected with the
different assumptions for the initial conditions of the DGLAP
equations considered by the distinct groups. With the increas-
ing of the hard scale, the predictions becomes less dependent
of these assumptions, and the distinct predictions becomes
similar at very large Q. These results demonstrate the impor-
tance of probes of the gluon distribution at small x and low Q.
In Fig. 3 we present the resulting predictions for the energy
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Fig. 3 Energy dependence of the J/ photoproduction cross section obtained assuming that Q¯ = MJ//2. Data from Refs. [23–25,83–86]
dependence of the exclusive J/ photoproduction cross sec-
tion obtained from Eq. (4) assuming Q¯ = MJ//2. The
experimental data from Refs. [23–25,83–86] are presented
for comparison. We see that the different models for the gluon
distribution are not able to describe the normalisation and/or
the energy dependence of the data. The differences present
in Fig. 1 are amplified in the exclusive J/ photoproduction
cross section due to its quadratic dependence on xg. In par-
ticular, the distinct x-behaviour predicted by the NNPDF and
CT10 parametrisations for Q = MJ//2, with xg decreas-
ing in the range 10−4 ≤ x ≤ 10−2 before to increase for
x < 10−4, implies the anomalous behaviour in σγ p→J/p
observed in Fig. 3.
A possible interpretation of the results presented in Fig. 3
is that the different models fail to describe the data since
our predictions for σγ p→J/p have been obtained at leading
order, which can be strongly affected by theoretical uncer-
tainties associated to higher-order corrections [76–79]. It is
generally believed that these higher-order corrections should
be important, but a full calculation still remains a challenge.
In order to analyse the possible impacts of the higher-order
corrections in our phenomenological analysis, in what fol-
lows we will assume that the general behaviour of the cross
section, Eq. (4), will remain unchanged after the inclusion of
the higher-order corrections and that they can be effectively
incorporated by taking the values of the normalisation and
the hard scale from a fit to the γ h data. In other words, we will
assume that the main effect of the higher-order corrections
will be the modification of the normalisation of the cross sec-
tion and that they can be taken into account by an appropriate
choice of the hard scale (for a similar approach see [38,39]).
Basically we will assume Q¯ = ξ MV /2 and will take ξ and
N in Eq. (4) as free parameters to be determined by fitting
the experimental data for the σγ p→V p cross section. We con-
sider the experimental data from Fermilab, HERA and LHC
for the J/, (2S) and ϒ production and performed the
minimisation of χ2/d.o.f. in order to determine ξ and N .
These new parameters are then used to calculate the rapid-
ity distribution for the vector meson photoproduction in pp
collisions.
In Table 1 we present the fitted parameters for the dif-
ferent processes and a comparison between the predictions
and the HERA data are shown in the left panel of Figs. 4,
5 and 6. In general, the results gives reasonable values for
the χ2/d.o.f., inside the 98 % confidence level. We obtain
smaller values of χ2/d.o.f. for heavier states, mainly due
the small number of experimental data. In contrast, for the
J/ψ data, a small χ2/d.o.f. is only obtained using CT10
and NNPDF parametrisations, which describe the data in the
full energy range, with the other parametrisations being able
to describe the data in a restrict range. Moreover, as can be
verified from the analysis of Figs. 4, 5 and 6, the predic-
tions of the distinct parametrisations differ significantly in
the kinematical range beyond the HERA data. It is impor-
tant to emphasise that the results for ξ and N obtained
using the CT10 and NNPDF parametrisations indicate that
in order to describe the data for J/ and (2S) produc-
tion a large amount of higher-order corrections are nec-
essary. In contrast, these corrections are small for the ϒ
case.
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Table 1 Values of the free parameters ξ and N for the different gluon parametrisations obtained by the minimisation of χ2/d.o.f. for the distinct
processes. The χ2/d.o.f. values are show for comparison
Parametrisation J/ψ (2S) ϒ
ξ N χ2/d.o.f. ξ N χ2/d.o.f. ξ N χ2/d.o.f.
Alekhin02 0.879 0.180 3.818 0.816 0.133 1.520 8.488 × 10−2 1.087 × 10−4 0.624
CT10 3.412 45.041 1.179 3.783 59.331 1.682 0.614 0.188 0.312
NNPDF 4.373 139.670 1.215 5.064 208.837 1.871 0.939 1.063 0.312
MMHT14 1.035 0.297 7.226 0.641 0.101 1.220 0.135 3.690 1.820
GJR08 2.202 0.755 11.740 3.436 7.799 8.824 14.257 1.428 × 103 3.707
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Fig. 4 Left panel Energy dependence of the exclusive J/ψ photopro-
duction cross section obtained using the parameters described in Table
1. Right panel Predictions for the rapidity distribution for the exclusive
J/ψ photoproduction in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV. Data from Refs.
[23–25,83–86]
In the right panel of Figs. 4, 5 and 6 we present the corre-
sponding predictions for the rapidity distributions for the vec-
tor meson photoproduction in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV.
We compare our predictions with the recent data from the
LHCb Collaboration [24–26]. As the rapidity distributions
probe a large range of γ p center-of-mass energies, the dif-
ferences present in the predictions for σγ p→V p are amplified
in dσ/dy, particularly for large rapidities in the case of the
lighter mesons. For J/ and (2S) production the models
characterised by a strong increasing of the gluon distribution
at small x and small hard scales (Alekhin, MMHT and GJR)
predict a double peak structure in the distributions. In con-
trast, the CT10 and NNPDF parametrisations predict a flat y
distribution in a large rapidity range. These parametrisations
describe quite well the LHCb data for the J/ production
and overestimate the (2S) data. It is important to emphasise
that we have obtained these predictions using the model for
S2(W±) proposed in [40,41]. Another aspect is the descrip-
tion of the (2S) wave function used in our calculations,
which is currently a subject of intense debate. In the case of
the ϒ production, we see that the different models are not
able to describe the current LHCb data, with the predictions
at central rapidities being largely distinct. These results can
indicate e.g. smaller values for S2(W±) than those proposed
in [40]. Certainly, the future CMS data for y ≈ 0, which
are currently under analysis, will be important to get more
definitive conclusions.
A comment is in order. In our study we have considered
leading-order gluon distributions in order to be theoretically
consistent with the fact that our expression for the total cross
section have been derived at the leading logarithmic approxi-
mation. However, we have verified that our main conclusions
123
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are not modified if next-to-leading-order (NLO) gluon dis-
tributions are used as input in the calculations. Basically, the
NLO corrections in the global analysis implies that the asso-
ciated gluon distributions are not so steep at small x and low
values of the hard scale. As a consequence, a better descrip-
tion of the HERA data for the vector meson production is
feasible. For example, in the case of the GJR parametri-
sation, the value of xg for x = 10−4 and μ = MJ//2
decreases by a factor 2. The resulting values for the χ2/d.o.f.
for the description of the HERA data becomes 1.5/2.2/1.9
for the J//(2S)/ϒ production, respectively. However,
these values still are larger than those obtained using the LO
and NLO CT10 parametrisations. Moreover, as the difference
between the GJR and CT10 gluon distributions increases
at smaller values of x , probed at larger values of |y|, the
resulting GJR (NLO) predictions for the rapidity distribu-
tions are not able to describe the LHC data. Similar results
are obtained using the NLO gluon distributions derived in
Refs. [5,8]. In the case of the CT10 and NNPDF parametri-
sations, we see that the impact of the NLO corrections is
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small, with the resulting gluon distributions being similar to
those obtained at leading order. As a consequence, the asso-
ciated predictions for the rapidity distributions are similar to
those presented in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. These results indicate
that the HERA and LHC data are better described when the
gluon distribution present a slow increasing at small x and
low Q, in agreement with conclusion obtained at leading
order.
Finally, let us summarise our main conclusions. Exclusive
vector meson photoproduction offers a unique opportunity to
constrain the gluon density of the proton in the kinematical
range of small-x and low Q2, which is the range in which the
global analysis do not reliable determine the gluon distribu-
tion. In this paper we have performed a phenomenological
study of this process using the leading logarithmic formal-
ism and different models for xg predicted by distinct groups
that perform the global analysis of the experimental data in
order to obtain the PDFs. We demonstrated that the combi-
nation of anyone of these models and the leading logarithmic
formalism is not able to describe the experimental data for
the J/ photoproduction. Assuming that the main modifi-
cations in the formalism due to higher-order corrections are
the change in the normalisation of the cross section and in
the value of the hard scale probed in the process, we have fit-
ted the current experimental data for the J/, (2S) and ϒ
photoproduction and used this new set parameters as input to
calculate the rapidity distributions for the vector meson pho-
toproduction in pp collisions. We have demonstrated that a
better description of the γ h data is obtained when the gluon
distribution presents a slow increasing at small x and low
Q. Moreover, our results indicated that the LHCb data also
are better described by these models. However, results for
(2S) and ϒ shown that the normalisations are not perfectly
described, which can indicated the a more detailed analysis
about the magnitude of the factor S2(W±) for the different
final states is important in the future. Future experimental
data, particularly at central rapidities, will be important to
constrain the different models.
A final comment is in order. In this paper, in order to esti-
mate the exclusive photoproduction of vector mesons, we
have assumed the leading logarithmic formalism and differ-
ent solutions of the linear DGLAP equation. Our goal was to
try to describe the current experimental data for the exclu-
sive vector photoproduction by improving this formalism and
assuming that non-linear effects in the QCD dynamics can be
disregarded in this process. Our results indicate that it is not
an easy task. Certainly, more definitive conclusions could be
obtained using the full NLO expression for the cross section,
which still is in progress. However, it is important to empha-
sise that the vector meson photoproduction at HERA and
LHC is quite well described using the color dipole formalism,
taking into account the non-linear effects in the QCD dynam-
ics and assuming S2(W±) = 1 (see e.g. Refs. [51,52]). Such
aspects demonstrated that future experimental results for the
exclusive vector meson photoproduction in hadronic collid-
ers are fundamental to understanding the QCD dynamics at
high energies.
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